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SLAMMED BOWTIE VISOR 
      
INSTALLATION  INSTRUCTIONS       

 
1. Attach the center bracket to the visor with the four bolts supplied in the installation kit. 

 
2. On the "A" pillar in front of the window you will count down to the third and fourth rivets from 

the bottom of the roof cap  remove the heads of these two rivets with a die grinder. Do this on 
each side of the truck. 

 
3. The holes that we removed the rivets from should now be drilled to 1/2”Ø to fit the rubber 

grommet tread inserts. 
 

4. Hold the assembled visor up to the truck and put one bolt in each side by hand, (do not tighten 
them yet we're just mocking it up) 

 
5. With the visor sitting freely in position, use a marker to mark the bottom holes in the center 

bracket where you will drill through the windshield post for your mounting bolts. 
  
***this is where you should consider purchasing a TRUX windshield trim kit for your 
truck they look great installed and are MUCH easier to install if you do it BEFORE you 
bolt this visor in*** 

 
6. Remove the visor from the truck and remove the center mounting bracket from the visor. 

 
7. Drill the holes you marked for the bottom of the center bracket through the windshield post 

making sure all wires and cb co-ax is out of the way. 
 

8. Bolt the center bracket to the truck using the supplied hardware the top bolts bolt directly to the 
thread inserts we installed earlier and the bottom bolts will go through the windshield post be 
sure to apply silicone sealant to the bolt so as to prevent leaks. 

 
9. With the center bracket bolted solid to the truck set the visor on the truck and loosely install the 

top bolts through the visor and into the center bracket. 
 

10. Next loosely install the side mounting bolts through the visor into the thread inserts on the "A" 
pillars.  DO NOT TIGHTEN THE BOLTS UNTIL ALL BOLTS ARE INSTALLED. 

 
11. Install the bottom bolts through the visor and into the center brackets and tighten ALL bolts and 

put 'er in the wind driver you just installed the baddest visor on the planet and now you're 
truckin' with a little bit of southern style! 


